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About This Game

Booper is your typical kid with a twist: Booper is autistic and doesn’t talk. Booper likes to play and have fun; except while on
vacation, Booper gets lost and needs to g 5d3b920ae0
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Demo inbound! : Hi Booper fans! As someone who saw my game and liked it enough to wishlist it; allow me to tell you the
demo version will soon be available to download, play test, and it offers an opportunity to help shape how the game will be
developed! This demo version is a sneak peek into how the game is progressing, and offering your opinion on what could make
it better.Based on initial input, I'll be adding more interactivity, with more characters and enemies, bigger jumps, more puzzles
and quests - and of course, more Booper cuteness straight from my kid's imagination. What else would you like to see? Leave
comments here and keep track as your ideas are added!Feel free to keep up with development progress at
www.fletcherstudios.net , and again - thank you for the interest and inspiration to make this game a reality.
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